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Although American Family Physician primarily publishes
clinical information to help readers in the care of their
patients, we occasionally publish articles related to the
specialty of family medicine. In this vein, we are happy to
announce the publication of the latest edition of an article
on questions frequently asked by medical students about
family medicine.1 First published more than 30 years ago,
this reference article has been updated several times, some
with accompanying editorials.2-8 Many of the original
questions remain, although in some cases the answers
have evolved with the practice of family medicine.
The article is directed at medical students, but provides
important information for more than 100,000 family
physician readers. Practicing family physicians are role
models for medical students and strongly influence career
decisions about family medicine. Hundreds of medical
students have told us that an office rotation with a family
physician is what inspired them to choose family medicine as a career. What students see in practice is an important influence, but so is what they hear. Unfortunately,
students are sometimes dissuaded from family medicine
when rotating with other specialists. It is important that
family physicians are armed with the latest information
about our specialty to counsel students who may be interested. This article provides that guidance.
At Georgetown University Medical Center, we have
a required four-week family medicine clerkship for all
third-year medical students. With each new crop of students, we spend time discussing what family medicine is,
what family physicians do, how we think and work, and
what we feel passionate about. However, the true meaning of family medicine cannot be conveyed in a classroom talk. That is where you come in, and that is where
the updated article about family medicine comes in.
Our students need stories, mentors, and information
in their hunt for the right career. The stories are everywhere: you have them, our patients have them, and the
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) has provided many more with the In Their Own Words series.9
We need you to be a mentor. Every family physician

who works with students is a mentor. We appeal to
each of you to embrace and own this role and to seek
out students or residents with whom you can work and
talk about your own career and the career path before
them. Not connected to students or residents? Call a
local medical school department of family medicine or a
local residency. This article will help you find each other,
because every curious medical student will inevitably
search for information about family medicine. We hope
they will come across this article, as well as other information about family medicine for medical students and
residents, including that provided by the AAFP (http://
www.aafp.org/medical-school-residency.html).
We believe it is essential to give students a good sense
of what their lives could be like and what the possibilities
are for 21st-century family physicians. Share and disseminate this article widely, save the talking points for
times when you have a curious student, embrace your
roles as mentors, and keep the stories coming.
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